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1. Introduction
Cofinal or directable automata were introduced in [1] and further investigated
in [2, 7, 8, 9]. Cofinal automata are automata whose states can be directed to a single
state by a suitable input word. We will call a cofinal automaton definite if there is
an integer n such that all input words of length greater than or equal n direct
the state set to a single state. Perles et al. [10] investigated definite events and definite
automata. In particular they used shift registers, a special type of definite automata,
in their discussion of the synthesis problem. Moreover, Stoklosa [12, 13] investigated
these automata from an algebraic point of view. In section 2 of this paper we will
prove a graph theoretic property of shift registers, namely that the transition diagram
of a shift register contains a hamiltonian circle. In section 3 we apply this result
in order to investigate the determination whether an arbitrary automaton is cofinal
or not. In section 4 we determine the structure of all strongly definite automata
with the aid of shift registers. Finally, in section 5, we characterize the general
structure of definite automata. Let us give precise definitions first.
Definition 1.1. An automaton (more exactly, an X-automaton) A, denoted by
A"), consists of the following data: (i) S is a nonempty finite set of states.
(ii) X is a nonempty finite set of inputs, (iii) There exists a function MA of
SxX*
into S, called a state transition function, such that MA(s,pq) =
MA(MA(s,p),q)
and MA(s,e)=s
for all s£S and all p, q£X*, where X* is the free monoid
over X and e is its identity.
Note that in the following spA will often be used to denote MA(s, p).
Definition 1.2. An automaton A =(S, X)
in [1,2]) if there exists p£X* such that

is said to be cofinal (or directable
S} is a singleton.

Definition 1.3. An automaton A=(S, X) is called a definite automaton if
there exists an integer n^O such that \SpA\ = 1 holds for all p£X* with
\p\^n.
If A is a definite automaton, then the least integer n such that the above condition
holds is called the degree of A and denoted by d(A).
A definite automaton is cofinal. The class of definite automata A with d(A)=0
is exactly the class of all one-state automata. Furthermore, if d(A)=n^ 1 for
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a definite automaton A, then there exists a q£X* with \q\=n— 1 and
A definite automaton A = (S,X)
is called a strongly definite automaton if it is
strongly connected, i.e., if for all s,s'£S
there exists p£X* such that
spA=s'
holds. If 1^1 = 1 for a strongly definite automaton, then | S | = 1 holds too.
Definition 1.4. Let n be a nonnegative integer, X a finite set and X" the set
of all words over X of length n. Then the automaton A(n)=(X", X) whose
state transition function is defined by (yp)xA<-n)=px for all (y, p,
x)£XxXn~1xX
if n S l and exA(n>=e for all x£X if « = 0 is called an n-stage shift register without
feedback (or briefly an nSR).
Obviously, n-stage shift registers are strongly definite automata.

2. A graph theoretic property of nSR's
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. (For the notion
of a hamiltonian circle in a directed graph see [5].)
Theorem 2.1. There exists a hamiltonian circle in the state transition diagram
of an nSR.
Note that the state transition diagram of an nSR is the directed graph whose
vertices are states and where there is a directed edge from p to q, labelled by x,
iff pxAW = q for (p,x,q)eX"XXxXn.
If n = 0, the theorem holds trivially.
Therefore we assume n ^ l for the rest of this section. Before proving the theorem,
we need the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let r s l . A sequence pt, p2, ..., pr of distinct elements of
X" with pixf<-n)=pi+j
with x^X
for l^i^r—
1 is called a chain of length
r-1
and denoted by
P* T*
— * Pr-—Pr (or briefly
px-*Pz -~P3
—Pr-1 —/>,)•
Now we first provide some lemmata.
Lemma 2.1. Let px —p2 — . . . ^ p r with P i = y i q i , ( y i , q i ) € X x X ' ' ~ 1 , for 1 S / i r ,
be a chain of length r— 1. Then there exists a p(X" such that
—/>2 —•••
—
-~pr—p iff there exists an x£X such that qrx$
p2, ..., pr_±, pr}.
The proof is easy and thus omitted.
Lemma 2.2. Let A—/>2 —•••—/V If there is no p£X" such that p1—p2 — --• ••—Pr-i-*Pr-*'P holds, then there exists some x£X such that
Pi, i.e.,we
have a circle (px,p2, ...,/? r _i,/> r > in the state transition diagram of A(n).
Proof. Let Pi=yiqi with (yit qjCXxX"'1
for
and
Pi^+Pi+i
for l ^ / S r — 1 . By Lemma 2.1, we-have qrx£{pi, p2, ..., pr} for all x£X. This
means that qrX= {qrx\x£X}Q{p1,
p2, ..., pr}. Let Xqr={xqr\x£X}.
It is obvious
that |<7rA'| = |Xi7r| = |A'| holds. Now assume
= yyql^qrX.
This implies qrXQ
p2, ...,pr}. Furthermore we have Pi = yiqi£q r X iff pi-1 = yi-1qi-iZXqr
for all i
with 2 = i ^r. Therefore the set {p\, p2, •••,pr-\}
contains \qrX\ elements of
Xqr. Together with pr£Xqr we obtain
=
1 in contradiction to the
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fact \Xqr\ = \qrX\. Hence px£qrX.
that
prirpl.
a

Lemma 2.3. Let Pi—p2—.-—pr
.-p'r-p'r + i such that

Since pr=yrqr,
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there exists some x£X

such

and
p2, ..., p^^X".
Then there exists
{Pl, p2, ...,pr}Q{pi,p'2,
..., p'r,p'r+1}.

Proof. If we have pi—p2 — ... -*Pr-i^-P,^P for some p£X", there is nothing
to do. Now, assume that there does not exist such p£Xn. By Lemma 2.2, we have
a circle (Pi, p2, ..., pr> in the state transition diagram of A(n). Let p£Xn —
~{Pi,Pi, • Pr}- Then it is easy to see that ppt(n)=p\From this it can easily
be shown that there exist some p',p"£X*,x£X
and i with l ^ i ^ r such that
p1=p'xp",pp'AW£Xn-{p1,
p2, ...,/?,} and (pp'Mny)xA{n'>=pi.
It is obvious that
in this case we have PP' A(n) ^Pi-*Pi+i-*••• -»Pi-~P2-~ ••• -~Pi-2~*Pi-i a n d
{Pi, p2, ..., pr}<={pp'Mn\ Pi, pi+i, •••, Pi, p2, •••, Pi-i}- This completes the proof
of the lemma.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let Pi—p 2 — ...—p r be one of the longest chains in the
transition diagram of A(n). Then, by Lemma 2.3, we have X"={p1, p2, ...,pr}.
Moreover, by Lemma 2.2, {Pl, p2, ..., pr} forms a circle </>l5 p2, ...,pr_1, pr\ •
i.e., the state transition diagram of A(n) has a hamiltonian circle.
Remark 2.1. Note that the previous results provide an algorithm for obtaining
a hamiltonian circle in the state transition diagram of an nSR.
3. Cofinal automata and cofinal congruences
We will now apply the foregoing theorem to investigate the determination
whether an arbitrary automaton is cofinal or not and to give a characterization of the
minimal cofinal congruence of an arbitrary automaton. In this section all automata
are assumed to be automata over a fixed alphabet X. Let us first give
Definition 3.1. Let « be a positive integer and s/(ri) = {A = (S, X)\ •S\=n
and A is cofinal}. Then by <5(n) we denote the value max min {\p\ P£X*
and

Austin)

15/^1 = 1}.
In [1,11], S(n) is investigated. Cerny et al. [1] conjectured that 8(n)=(n—l)2.
However at present only (n—l) 2 ^d(n)^0(n 3 ) is known. The following result
is obvious.
Proposition 3.1. Let A=(S, X) be an automaton such that 151=«. Then
A is cofinal iff there exists a peX6(n) such that |S>A| = 1. (Xsw is the set of all
words over X with length <5(«).)
To test whether or not an automaton ^4=(5, Z) with n states is cofinal,
we have to check whether or not SpA is a singleton for each p£X i { n ) . Another
more economical method would be to merge all p£X S ( n ) in a single word w and
to check the property "cofinal" with this word w. We first introduce some notions.
Let u,w£X*.
u is called a subword of w iff w=u'uu"
for some
u',u"£X*.
Now let w£X* such that every u£Xsw
is a subword of w. Then w is called a
merged word of A^"'[3]. Obviously we have:
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Proposition 3.2. Let A=(S,X)
be a n ' a u t o m a t o n with | S | = n . Then A is
cofinal iff |5H)/'| = 1, where w is a merged word of X s w .
It can easily be seen that the length of a merged word of X > w is greater than
or equal to \X\sw+S(n)
— \. Moreover, with the aid of Theorem 2.1, we can show:
Lemma 3.1. There exists a merged word w of Xs<-n) such that
+<5(/i)-l.

=

+

Proof. By Theorem 2.1, the state transition diagram of A(8(n))=(Xs^>,
has a hamiltonian circle (p1,p2,
•••,/>,> with r = \X\"-n). Let px —<- p2—~
l
2
3
...
Pr-i
Pr and put w=p1x1x2...xr_2xr_1.
This proves the lemma.
x

r

x

-

2

r

x

x

x

X)
...

- 1

Now we can state the following:
Theorem 3.1. There exists a W£X*
a

(i) For
|w| = each
| J T | automaton
W + 5 ( « ) - l . A=(S,X)
(ii)

satisfying the following conditions:
with

¡ 5 | = n , A is cofinal iff |5,w/1| = l.

Remark 3.1. In [3], Domosi discussed a general method to obtain the shortest
merged word w of L, where L is a finite subset of X*.
We will now use Lemma 3.1 to characterize the minimal cofinal congruence
of an arbitrary automaton. To this end, we first recall the following notions. Let
A=(S, X) be an automaton. An equivalence relation g on S is called congruence
on A if (s, s')£g implies (sxA,s'xA)£g
for all s,s'£S
and x£X. Let g, g' be
congruences on A. Then gAg' and gV g\ the product and sum of g and g',
are defined as usual (see e.g. [6]). R(A), the set of all congruences on A, forms
a lattice w.r.t. A and V . We now define:
Definition 3.2. Let /1 = (5', X) be an automaton. A congruence g on A is
said to be cofinal if for all s,s'£S
there exists a p£X* such that ( s p A , s ' p A ) £ g
holds.
Let ne denote the partition of S induced by g and ne(s) the block of ne
containing s£S. We have:
Lemma 3.2. Let A=(S, X) be an automaton and g a congruence on
Then g is cofinal iff there exist a piX*
and an s0£S with
SpAQne(s0).

A.

Proof. The "if p a r t " is obvious. Conversely, let Q be cofinal and T a maximal
subset of S such that there exist a *p£X* and an JOGS' with TpAclne(s0).
Assume
7 V S and let s£S—T.
Then we have (spA, s 0 ) $ o. Since g is cofinal, there exists
a p'tX*
such that ( s p A p ' A , s0p'A)£g.
Since g is a congruence, we have
A
( T U {s})(pp') Qne(s0p'A).
This contradicts the minimality of T, hence
S=T.
By RCI(A) we denote the set of all cofinal congruences on A. Let <?,
Q'£RC{(A).
By Lemma 3.2, there exist p,p'£X*
such that (spA,s'pA)£g
and (sp'A,
s'p'A)£g'
A
A
for all s,s'£S.
This implies {s(pp') , sXpp') )£gKg'
for all s,s'£S.
Therefore,
gAq'£Rq((A).
gVg'£Rcr(A)
can be shown in a similar way. Thus RCF(A) forms
a sublattice of R(A). We now give
Definition 3.3. Let
X) be an automaton. The minimal element of
RCF(A), denoted by gcr, is called the minimal cofinal congruence on A.
N o w we will characterize g c [ .
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Theorem 3.2. Let ^ = (5, X) be an automaton with
= n and g a congruence on A. Let w be a merged word of XS(n>. Then g = gcS iff g is the minimal congruence on A such that SwAQite(s0) for some j 0 6 S.
Proof. The assertion follows from Proposition 3.2 and the fact that g is
cofinal iff the quotient automaton A/g is cofinal.
Remark 3.2. We can develop further properties of cofinal congruences and
their quotient automata along the line of [4], where similar notions for commutative
congruences were introduced.
4. The structure of strongly definite automata
in this section we consider homomorphic images of nSR's in order to characterize strongly definite automata. We have:
Theorem 4.1. Let A = (S, X) be an automaton and let n be a positive integer.
Then A is a strongly definite automaton with d(A)^n
iff A is a homomorphic
image of A(m) = (Xm,X)
for all integers m with m^n.
Proof. It is easy to see that A(m) is a strongly definite automaton of degree m.
Let A be a homomorphic image of A(m). Then A is a strongly definite automaton
with d(A)Sd(A(m))=m.
This completes the proof of the " i f " part. Now let A be
a strongly definite automaton with degree d(A)Sn
and m^n.
Let h be the
following mapping of Xm into S:h(p) = SpA for all p£Xm.
Since
d(A)^m,
this mapping is well defined. Note that a singleton SpA is considered as an element
of S. We prove that h is surjective. Let s£S and p'£Xm. Since A is strongly
connected, there exists a q£X* such that (Sp'A)qA=s.
Let p'q=p"p with pdXm.
A
A
A A
A
Then we have s = S(p' q) = S(p"p) = (Sp" )p = Sp . Finally, we prove that
h is a homomorphism of Aim) onto A. Let p = x'p' with x ' Z X , p ' a n d
x£X.
Then we have h{pxA(m)) = h((x'p')xA^)=h(p'x)
= S(p'x)A = Sx'A(p'x)A =
A A
A A
A
= S(x'p') x =(Sp )x =h(p)x .
This completes the proof of the "only i f " part.
Remark 4.1. We can prove that the homomorphism h in the above proof is
the unique homomorphism of A(rri) onto A. In general, if there exists a homomorphism of a strongly cofinal automaton onto another automaton, it is uniquely
determined. For this, see [8].
The following corollary is obvious. Note that the inequality I S I ^ i i ^ + l
follows directly from Theorem 7 of [10].
__
Corollary 4.1. Let A be a strongly definite automaton. Then we
have \X\d(A)^1=d(A)
+1. Moreover,
• iff A is isomorphic to A(d(A)).

Y

/ V
T^V

Example 4.1. Let A be given by the diagram of Fig. 1. If A
Fig. 1
is a strongly definite automaton, then 2 d ^ A ^ 3 ^ d ( A ) + 1 , hence
d(A) = 2. On the other hand, we have {1,2, 3}(xx)A = 3, {1,2, 2}(xy)A =
= 1, {1, 2, 3}(yx)A=2 and {1, 2, 3}(yy)A= 1. This shows that A is really a strongly
definite automaton with degree 2. Furthermore, A is not isomorphic to A(2).
Finally, the homomorphism h of A(2) onto A is given as follows: h{xx) = 3,
h{xy)= 1> h(yx) = 2 and h(yy) = l.
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Remark 4.2. In Theorem 2.1 we proved that the state transition diagram of
a shift register has a hamiltonian circle. Moreover, in Theorem 4.1 we proved that
the set of all homomorphic images of shift registers coincide with the set of all
strongly definite automata. It seems to be interesting to consider the following
problem: Under what conditions may the state diagram of a strongly definite automaton have a hamiltonian circle?

5. The structure of definite automata
In [10], Perles et al. discussed the synthesis problem of definite automata.
In this section we will also deal with this problem. Strongly definite automata are
given as homomorphic images of shift registers, and a method to obtain all homomorphic images of a given automaton is well known [6]. Therefore it remains to
determine the structure of definite automata which are not necessarily strongly
connected. Let us first give
Definition 5.1. Let A=(S,X)
be a definite automaton.
U={SpA\peXd^}
of 5 is called the core of S.
Lemma 5.1. For all x£X

Then the subset

UxAQU.

we have

Proof The lemma obviously holds for d(A)=0.
Assume d(A)^ 1 and let
self.
Then there exists a p£Xd(A)
such that s=SpA.
Let p=x'p
with
x'^X
and p'eXd(A)-\
Then, for all x£X,
we have sxA = (SpA)xA = (Sx'Ap'A)xA
=
=(Sx'A)(p'x)A
= S(p'x)A,
where p'x£Xd{A).
Consequently, we have
sxA£U.
Lemma 5.2. Let C=(U,X),
where
C is a strongly definite automaton and

sxc=sxA
for all
d(C)Sd(A).

(s,x)£UxX.

Then

Proof Let s£U. There exists a p£Xd(A)
such that s=SpA.
Therefore s =
= SpA=UpA=Upc.
This shows that C is a strongly connected automaton. Obviously, C is definite with
d(C)^d(A).
Definition 5.2. C=(U,X)
is called the core of A.
radius of the core and denoted by rc(A).

Moreover,

d(C)

is the

Definition 5.3. Let A=(S,X)
be a definite automaton and C =(U, X) its
core. Then S—U is called the shell of S. Moreover, max {|/7x||j6«S'— U, p£X*,
x£X,spA£S—U
and s(px)A£U}
is called the thickness of the shell and denoted by
ts(A).
The following result is obvious.
Proposition 5.1. ts(A)^d(A)^ts(A)

+ rc(A)

and

rc(A)^d(A).

We characterize definite automata by means of rc(A)
Let /4=(5', X) be a definite automaton and C={U,X)
and

T1={S£S\SXa£T0

Lemma 5.3. T^Ty

f o r all x£X).

and if

and
tJA).
its core. Let T0 = U

We have:

then

Proof. T0QTX
is obvious. Suppose that for all s£S—U
we have
Then for all s£S—U
there exists some
such that sxA $_T0=U.

7\.
Since
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Q

sx?£S—U,
by the same reason as above, there exists some x2£X such that
(sx?)xA £T0=U. By continuing this procedure, we have an infinite sequence xlt x2, ...
...,xk,...
of elements of X such that
x2... xk)A $ U for any positive integer k.
This contradicts the definiteness of A. Hence
—
Now suppose that Tt is defined and Ti_1 Q 7,. Set Ti+1 =
{s£S\sxA£Ti
for all x£X). Then, by the same way as in the proof of the above lemma, we obtain:
Lemma 5.4. TtQTi+l

and if S-T¡^0

then

T^-T^Q.

It is obvious that there exists some positive integer i such that Tt = Ti+1
and Tk = Tt for all
This means that in the case S—U^Q there exists a minimal positive integer n such that T 0 c r 1 c 7 , 2 c . . . c 7 , „ _ 1 c r „ = r „ + 1 = ... and
S=T„.
Definition 5.4. Let A=(S, X) be a definite automaton and {T^O^i ^n)
the set defined as above. Let £,¡=7^—T^i for all / with l S / S w . Then
{Lf| 1 Sz
is called the set of layers of the shell.
Lemma 5.5. The number of layers coincides with

ts(A).

Proof. Let s£S — U. Then there exists some i with l S z ' S n such that
It is obvious that spA£U holds for all p£X'. This means that ts{A)S.n. Now let
s£L„. Then, by the definition of L„, there exists some x„£X such that
sxA£L„_r.
A A
By the same way as above, there exists some x„_1£X such that
(sx )x _1£Ln_2.
By the same procedure, we have a sequence x„, x„_±, x„_2, ..., x2, xx of elements
in X such that s(x„x„_1x„_2... xk+1xk)A$ U for l^k^n
and s(x„...
x2x^A£U.
Consequently we have ts(A)^n.
Thus
ts(A)=n.
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let A=(S,X)
be a definite automaton with (rc(A), ts(A)) =
=(r, t). Then S can be partitioned in {t/(=L 0 )> L;[ 1 ^ist}
such that:
(i) C=(U, X) is a strongly definite automaton with degree r, where
sxc=sxA
for all
(s,x)£UxX.
(ii) sxA£UUL1UL2U...ULi_1
for all (s,x)£LiXX
with l S / S i .
(iii) For all s£Lt with l S / S Z there exists an xt£X such that
sx^£Li_1.
Conversely, let C=(U,X)
be a strongly definite automaton with degree r and
let {i/(=L 0 ), Li\ 1 ^ / S i } be a partition of a finite set S. Then each automaton
A=(S,X)
whose state transition function satisfies the above conditions (i)—(iii)
is a definite automaton with (r c (A), ts(A))~(r, t).
Proof. Let C =(£/, X) be the core of A and { Z , ; | l S / S i } the set of layers
fo the shell. The first part of the theorem is now obvious. The second part is
obvious too.
In Proposition 5.1 inequalities were given. We show that there is no relationship among d(A), rc(A) and ts(A) beside these inequalities.
Proposition 5.2. Let d,r and t be nonnegative integers such that t^d^t
+r
and r^d. Then for all alphabets X with \X\^2 there exists a definite automaton
^ = (5, X) such that d = d(A), r = rc(A) and
t=ts(A).
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Proof. Let S be the disjoint union S = F U K ( 1 > U . . . U F « U t 2 , ..., tn).
Here V=Xr,
F(i> = {t)(0| v£V} are copies of V for l S i ' S / and t}, ..., tn are
n=d—r additional states. Choose x0£X and define the state transition function
of A as follows:
(i) For all (v,x)£VxX=XrxX
(ii) For all x£X and
x0£Xr.
= xr = x^
(iii) For all ( V , x ) e v x x and
more set v w x A = v x A ( r \

set vxA = vxA^.
set tixA = ti_1 and furthermore set t1xA =
set i;<i>;c/1=(t;;t'4(r))(i-1) and further-

This situation is depicted in Fig. 2. Obviously, A is a definite automaton. Let us
first show d=d(A).
The case d=0
is trivial. Let d^l.
If now r—0, then
V = {e}, n = t=d and d=d(A).
If now f = 0 , then
r=d, n = 0 and d=d(A).
Hence we can assume t,d,
r s l . If now /2=0, then d=r. Since 1X1^2, we have
d=d(A). Let now n S l and p=p'x£X"
with
p'^X"'1,
1
x£X and x = x 0 . Then there exists a p'^X'"
such
that ({i„} U Xr)pA i {xj} U {p"x}. It is easy to see that
l(W}U{//';t}V|?il
for all q £ X ' - \ Consequently,
This means that d(A)>\pq\=n
+r—\ =
=d-1.
Now let p£Xd.
Then p=p'p" with
p'£Xn
r
A
and p"eX . From this ({i l 5 1 2 , ...,
tn}UV)p QVp"A=p"
follows. On the other hand, since d ^ t , we have
V^pA = VpA=p"
for all i with l^ist.
Therefore
SpA=p".
This means that d(A)^d.
Hence
d(A)=d.
Fig, 2
The core of A coincides with A(r), hence
rc(A)=r,
and since n=d—r^t,
we have ts(A) = t.
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